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2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
What was done? What was learned?
Overall, the project is on schedule and within the budget for this quarter. Major
accomplishments include:


Completed drilling and logging of the Long #2 well in Noble Field in May 2017, in
collaboration with CountryMark Energy Resources and Weatherford Wireline Services,
respectively. A total of 18.3 m (60 ft) of Cypress core was collected.



Conducted pulsed-neutron logging in four wells in Noble Field in April 2017, in
collaboration with the Podolsky Oil Company and Schlumberger. The logs provide an
accurate water-saturation profile, against which the water-saturation profile derived from
analysis of resistivity and porosity logs are validated.

What are the major goals of the project and what was accomplished under these goals?
The major goals of the project include identifying and quantifying nonconventional
carbon dioxide (CO2) storage and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) opportunities in the thick
Cypress Sandstone in the Illinois Basin through geologic reservoir characterization, threedimensional geocellular modeling, fluid properties and interaction modeling, and reservoir
simulation. A study of the economics of potential storage and EOR programs in the thick
Cypress will be made with considerations for production of net carbon negative oil. Field
development strategies will be recommended with emphasis on near-term deployment.
Accomplishments towards these goals are listed below by task as outlined in the SOPO.

Task 1.0–Project Management and Planning (on schedule)


Progress on completion of tasks, subtasks, deliverables, and milestones is tracked using
Microsoft Project to ensure timely completion. Overall, this project is on schedule.



Principal investigator (PI) Nathan Webb and co-PI Scott Frailey, along with Nathan
Grigsby, met weekly to discuss project management.



There were regular meetings with the PI and subtask leaders for active subtasks.



Damon Garner continued to develop a workflow to load all newly measured permeability
and porosity data, as well as petrographic descriptions, into a database. The database will
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provide these data for a static or dynamic Cypress Core webpage.
Task 2.0–Geology and Reservoir Characterization (on schedule)
Subtask 2.1–Literature Review and Oilfield Selection


Subtask concluded on 6/30/2015.

Subtask 2.2–Petrophysical Analysis


Nathan Webb coordinated the logistics of collecting pulsed-neutron logs in four wells in
Noble Field with Podolsky Oil Company and Schlumberger.



Nathan Webb and Nathan Grigsby met with representatives of Podolsky Oil to observe
pulsed-neutron logging in Noble Field. Pulsed-neutron logs provide an accurate watersaturation profile, against which the water-saturation profile derived from analysis of
resistivity and porosity logs are validated.
o Four wells were logged in Noble Field in April 2017, in collaboration with the
Podolsky Oil Company and Schlumberger.
o Water saturations from the pulsed-neutron logs were compared to Archie, Ratio,
and Dual-water saturations derived from neutron-density porosity and resistivity
logs (Figure 1).



Nathan Grigsby continued to refine the method of using multiple open-hole well log
analysis techniques to select the producing oil-water contact and ultimate oil-water
contact via well logs. This method could be a quick and inexpensive screening tool to
assess ROZ potential.
o Multiple wells were analyzed at Noble (83 wells) and Kenner West Fields (five
wells) to constrain field-wide parameters, such as cementation exponent, mobile
oil saturation cutoff, residual oil saturation, producing oil-water contact, and
ultimate oil-water contact. Both fields have a cementation exponent of ~1.7,
mobile oil saturation cutoff of ~50%, and residual oil saturation of ~25%. These
values may help better understand initial conditions (distribution of oil and water
before oil production and water injection) of the fields.
o Nathan Grigsby and Scott Frailey continued work on a report tentatively titled
“Methodology for using well logs to identify residual oil zones: An example from
Noble Field, Illinois.”
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Subtask 2.3–Geologic Model Development


Nathan Webb worked with representatives from CountryMark to coordinate logistics of
coring the thick Cypress in the Long #2 well in Noble Field. Core will be used to validate
the geologic model and water-saturation profile predicted by well log analysis.



Completed drilling of and logging the new Long #2 well in Noble Field in May 2017, in
collaboration with CountryMark Energy Resources and Weatherford Wireline Services,
respectively. A total of 18.3 m (60 ft) of Cypress core was collected.
o The core is being prepared for core plug porosity, permeability, and fluid
saturation analysis and detailed description.



Kalin Howell identified the mode of transport for deposition of thick Cypress Sandstones.
These sandstones were deposited by a meandering or anastomosing river system that had
a high affinity toward suspended load transport. Evidence for high rates of sediment
transport can be found in the preserved bedforms, including abundant low-angle surfaces
(<15°), abundant sigmoidal and convex-up foresets (Figure 2), and small cross-set
heights (mean = ~0.3 m [1 ft]).
o Shields diagrams support the interpretation of a suspended load-dominated river
system in the thick Cypress Sandstone fairway (Figure 3). These diagrams show
that the sand grains of the sandstones had a high affinity for suspension under
several different boundary conditions. The high affinity toward suspended load
transport in the ancient Cypress river system strongly influenced the resultant
bedform morphologies shown in Figure 2, and thus affected the geologic
heterogeneity within the thick sandstones.



Mingyue Yu researched the relationship between fluorescence emission of hydrocarbon
fluid inclusions in petrographic thin sections and API gravity of the oil. He is undergoing
instrumental orientation from Dr. Julio Soares of the Materials Research Laboratory at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to analyze the fluid inclusions with
Raman Spectroscopy. Comparing the API gravity of fluid inclusion to that of produced
oil in the field may reveal generations of oil migration because of ROZ formation.
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Sean Griffin and Mingyue Yu, under the advisement of Jared Freiburg and Nathan Webb,
are conducting a regional petrographic analysis of the Cypress Sandstone to better
understand reservoir quality and controls on porosity and permeability. The analysis
includes documenting mineral assemblage, textural information, porosity estimations,
diagenetic interpretations, and paragenetic sequences.

Task 3.0–Geocellular and Reservoir Modeling (on schedule)
Subtask 3.1–Historical Production and Injection Data Analysis


Subtask concluded 3/31/2016.

Subtask 3.2–Illinois Basin Crude Oil/Brine-CO2 Fluid Property Characterization


Peter Berger contributed the following work:
o Worked with Nathan Webb to identify a sample location within a Cypress core
for microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) analysis in support of Nathan
Grigsby’s pore-scale modeling effort.
o Worked with students to determine a proper surrogate oil to use in core flood
experiments. The experiments are planned to run at ambient temperature and
pressure, so it is vital to find an oil substitute with the proper viscosity (7.1 cP)
that can mimic the reservoir oil.
o Updated the physical flow model of an early core flood test that will form the
basis of a reactive transport model. The reactive transport model will investigate
the interaction of CO2 acidified brine with the sandstone.



Donna Willette collected and analyzed two oils using whole-oil gas chromatograph (GC)
and gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry (GCMS) biomarker analyses of the saturate
and aromatic fractions. Initial evaluation of the n-alkane distribution (and isoprenoids) of
the two oils strongly suggests that the New Albany Shale is the source interval that
generated the oil.
o Similar alkane and isoprenoid fingerprints (whole-oil GC) from the two oils
indicate they are genetically related (Figures 4 and 5).
o Histograms of the class alkane (n-alkanes, isoalkanes, and cycloalkanes) and
aromatic compounds are also similar, indicating a genetic relationship.
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o Bimodal distribution of n-alkanes suggest oil has been generated from source rock
in initial stages of oil generation (Figures 4 and 5).
o Extended range of normal alkanes between C25–C40 also indicates oil generation
from marginally mature source rocks.
o Pristine and phytane isoprenoid markers are present. However, ratios are not
helpful in determining the paleoenvironment of the source interval.
o Odd-Even Preference (OEP) ratios near unity suggest a predominance of marinealgal organic input, oil derived from a thermally mature source interval, or both
(Figures 4 and 5).
o The ratio of nC7 to MCH (methylcyclohexane) suggests oils derived from algalrich kerogens.
o The TOL (toluene) to nC7 ratios are essentially zero. This might suggest some
degree of water washing occurring in the reservoir. In addition, the source rock
could be in the very early stages of oil generation.


Dmytro Lukhtai collected 45 plugs and then slabbed the Long #2 core. The residual oil
values for six plugs were estimated using the Dean-Stark extraction process. After
extraction, plugs were dried and tested with the PoroPerm machine for porosity,
permeability, and Klinkenberg-corrected permeability.

Subtask 3.3–Geocellular Modeling of Interwell Reservoir Characteristics


Nathan Grigsby updated the geocellular model of Noble Field to include 1.8 m (6 ft) of
the overlying shaly upper Cypress. The additional cells will aid in the history matching
process.

Subtask 3.4–Reservoir Modeling


Fang Yang worked with Nathan Grigsby to update historical production data because of
inconsistency between historical production data and reservoir simulation results. She
compared simulated production data with historical data by lease and fixed issues related
to wells and production data for 65 leases.
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Fang Yang updated simulation inputs according to the revised geocellular model and
water saturation files provided by Nathan Grigsby. She ran cases using various initial
water saturation profiles in an effort to match both original oil in place and well rates.

Task 4.0–CO2 EOR and Storage Development Strategies (on schedule)
Subtask 4.1–Field Development Strategies


Roland Okwen finished simulating field development strategies, including different
patterns and conformance scenarios, for the thick Cypress in Kenner West Field.

Subtask 4.2–CO2 EOR and Storage Resource Assessment


Zohreh Askari used 85 wells from Jefferson, Bond, and Clinton Counties to expand the
growing database of thickness information for the CO2-EOR and Storage Resource
assessment. Only those wells with reliable geophysical logs were selected. Askari
determined the top, base, formation thickness, and net sandstone thickness of the Cypress
Sandstone in the selected wells and incorporated them into the regional map.

Subtask 4.3–Economic Analysis


Mackenzie Smith, Emily Rodriguez, and Scott Frailey tested and refined spreadsheets for
use in economic analysis based on the results of the simulated CO 2 EOR scenarios.
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Figure 1. Archie, Ratio, Dual-water, and pulsed-neutron water saturations vs. depth in the Carrie
Winter #4 well in Noble Field. All four saturations predict low water-high oil saturation above
the producing oil-water contact (POWC; within the man pay zone), low oil saturation between
the POWC and OWC (within the ROZ), and the Archie, Dual-water, and pulsed-neutron have ~0
oil below the POWC (in the 100% water-saturated [Sw] interval). The water saturation given by
the Ratio method erroneously shows oil in this interval. For this well, the saturations given by the
Archie, Dual-Water, and pulsed-neutron oil methods at the POWC are 45%, and the oil
saturation given by the Ratio method at the POWC is 35%, which indicates the oil saturation
necessary to have mobile oil. In addition, the saturations within the ROZ indicate that residual oil
saturation is around 30%. The depths of the contacts, along with statistics for oil saturation
within each interval, are being recorded for each well and analyzed on the field scale.
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Figure 2. Outcrops from Cypress Creek showing the stratigraphic context of lithofacies S C2
(sandstone cross-bedded) and an abundance of low angle surfaces (<15º) and sigmoidal and
convex-up foresets. (A) Example of noncompound lithofacies SC2 with master surfaces and
foresets of lithofacies SC2 downlapping to the southwest. Lithofacies SC1 (sandstone crossbedded) becomes compounded on lithofacies SC2. (B) Example of lithofacies SC1 compounded
on lithofacies SC2 with master surfaces of lithofacies SC2 downlapping to the west.
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Figure 3. Dimensionless Shields diagrams showing critical curves for the onset of bedload transport (A) and the onset of significant
suspended load transport (B). The blue scenario (left) uses a high slope (2 × 10–4) and the yellow scenario (right) uses a low slope (4 ×
10–5). Each scenario includes three subscenarios for mean bankfull channel depth (triangle = 4 m [13 ft]; circle = 12 m [39 ft]; square
= 19 m [62 ft]).
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Figure 4. Example of a whole-oil gas chromatogram. Normal alkanes and important isoprenoids and aromatics are labeled.
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Figure 5. Example of a histogram based upon area from whole-oil gas chromatogram (Figure 4). Grouped by compound class.
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What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?
Three undergraduate students and one MS student have been involved in research on the
project during the quarter. Under advisement of project staff and University of Illinois
professors, each student is developing skills in a particular discipline, such as well log analysis,
pore network modeling, mineralogical analysis using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron
microscopy, thin section petrography, and stratigraphy and sedimentology. The students are
learning various techniques for their respective disciplines, and they are meeting and sharing
findings with each other to better understand their roles in the larger framework of the project
and to gain experience in presenting their research.
A few specific examples include the following:


Stirling Lemme, an undergraduate student, is learning how to describe and interpret
sedimentary structures in core to develop a model for the depositional environment of
analogous Pennsylvanian sandstone reservoirs.



Dmytro Luhktai, an undergraduate student, is learning how to clean core plugs and
measure residual oil saturation via the Dean-Stark extraction method and measure
porosity and permeability.



Kalin Howell, a graduate student, is learning how to describe and interpret sedimentary
structures in core and outcrops to develop a model of the depositional architecture and
reservoir heterogeneity of thick sandstones of the Cypress Formation. As part of the
requirements for his MS, Howell presented on his research in a colloquium hosted by the
Geology Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
As part of logging activities at Noble Field, Nathan Grigsby, and Nathan Webb received

training in pulsed-neutron logging and interpretation from Schlumberger.
As part of coring for Long #2, Nathan Webb, Nathan Grigsby, Kalin Howell, and Daniel
Klen received H2S training from CountryMark.
How have the results been disseminated to communities of interest?


The project website (http://isgs.illinois.edu/research/ERD/NCO2EOR) hosts a project
summary, staff bios, and downloadable reports and presentations to disseminate project
information and findings to the public and other interested parties.
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o Daniel Klen wrote a project update about the pulsed-neutron logging, which can
be found at https://www.isgs.illinois.edu/research/ERD/NCO2EOR/geologistspartner-with-stakeholders


Draft manuscripts include:
o Giannetta, L.G., N.D. Webb, S.K. Butler, and N.P. Grigsby, Using clay
microporosity to improve formation evaluation in potential residual oil zones:
Cypress Sandstone, Illinois Basin.
o Grigsby, N.P, and S.M Frailey, Methodology for using well logs to identify
residual oil zones: An example from Noble Field, Illinois.
o Grigsby, N.P., and N.D. Webb, A method for developing the production history
of Illinois Basin geologic formations.
o Grigsby, N.P., and N.D. Webb, Using detailed geologic characterization to
construct a representative geocellular model of the thick Cypress Sandstone in
Noble Oil Field, Illinois, for CO2-EOR and storage.
o Howell, K.J., Sedimentology of multistory fluvial sandstones of the Mississippian
Cypress Formation, Illinois, USA: MS Thesis.
o Webb, N.D., and N.P. Grigsby, Geologic characterization of the Cypress
Sandstone in the Kenner West Oil Field, Western Richland County, Illinois, for
nonconventional CO2-enhanced oil recovery and storage.
o Webb, N.D., and N.P. Grigsby, Geologic characterization of the Cypress
Sandstone in the Noble Oil Field, Western Richland County, Illinois, for
nonconventional CO2-enhanced oil recovery and storage.

What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals?
Task 1.0–Project Management and Planning (on schedule)


Progress on completion of tasks, subtasks, deliverables, and milestones will continue to
be tracked using Microsoft Project to ensure timely completion.



The PI and co-PIs will continue to meet weekly to discuss project management.



Regular meetings with the PI and subtask leaders will continue for active subtasks.
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Task 2.0–Geology and Reservoir Characterization (on schedule)
Subtask 2.1–Literature Review and Oilfield Selection


Subtask concluded on 6/30/2015.

Subtask 2.2–Petrophysical Analysis


Nathan Grigsby and Scott Frailey will continue to work on a report tentatively titled
“Methodology for using well logs to identify residual oil zones: An example from Noble
Field, Illinois.” This method could be a quick and inexpensive screening tool to assess
ROZ potential.



The method of using open-hole well logs to identify ROZs will be used in other fields
around the Illinois Basin to determine if they contain a ROZ.

Subtask 2.3–Geologic Model Development


Nathan Webb and Kalin Howell will describe the new Long #2 core from Noble Field.



Kalin Howell plans to contribute the following work:
o Construct regional cross sections to better understand the regional distribution of
facies within the thick Cypress sandstone fairway.
o Complete his MS thesis and begin drafting publications (based on thesis work)
with Nathan Webb for peer-reviewed journals.
o Use a drone to photograph outcrops of Cypress Creek to better access and
describe features inaccessible from ground level.



Sean Griffin will continue to develop a contemporary paragenetic sequence of the
Cypress Sandstone.



Mingyue Yu plans to continue research on the relationship between fluorescence
emission and API gravity of petrography thin slides. Data gathering and experiments are
planned for late July and August.



Sean Griffin, Mingyue Yu, Nathan Webb, and Jared Freiburg will write a paper detailing
findings on the controls of porosity and permeability within the Cypress Sandstone in the
Illinois Basin.

Task 3.0–Geocellular and Reservoir Modeling (on schedule)
Subtask 3.1–Historical Production and Injection Data Analysis


Subtask concluded on 3/31/2016.
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Subtask 3.2–Illinois Basin Crude Oil/Brine-CO2 Fluid Property Characterization


Peter Berger plans to contribute the following work:
o Finish the slim-tube testing and determine the minimum miscibility pressure of oil
samples from the Cypress in Noble Field.
o Take delivery and receive training for the new capillary pressure and resistivity
equipment.
o Continue working on the geochemical model of earlier core flood work.
o Collect a sample for micro-CT scanning in support of pore-scale modeling work.



Donna Willette plans to contribute the following work, which should provide information
on maturity parameters, paleoenvironments, and possible reservoir alteration.
o Identify and interpret saturate and aromatic biomarker parameters.
o Generate graphs and cross-plots to determine specific information on migration
and reservoir alteration.
o Determine if other source rocks are contributing to the pooled oil via aromatic
markers.
o Find additional information regarding paleoenvironments from the biomarkers.



Dmytro Lukhtai and Erich Ceisel plan to continue analyzing new plugs from the Long #2
core through Dean-Stark extraction and use the PoroPerm machine to determine porosity,
permeability, and Klinkenberg-corrected permeability.

Subtask 3.3–Geocellular Modeling of Interwell Reservoir Characteristics


Geocellular models will be updated as deemed necessary, as history matching progresses.



Nathan Grigsby and Nathan Webb will continue drafting the report that details
constructing the geocellular model of Noble Field.

Subtask 3.4–Reservoir Modeling


Fang Yang will continue working on history matching and conduct simulations of CO2
EOR scenarios.
o Nathan Grigsby will continue to revise the geocellular model and well
perforations and match the historical production to simulation results, as
needed.
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Task 4.0–CO2 EOR and Storage Development Strategies (on schedule)
Subtask 4.1–Field Development Strategies


Roland Okwen will begin analysis of reservoir simulation results, which will be used to
predict performance of CO2-EOR at Kenner West.

Subtask 4.2–CO2 EOR and Storage Resource Assessment


Zohreh Askari will continue revising the basin–wide Cypress isopach map, which will
include screening more wells.

Subtask 4.3–Economic Analysis


Mackenzie Smith, Emily Rodriguez, and Scott Frailey will continue to test and refine
spreadsheets for use in economic analysis based on the results of the simulated CO2 EOR
scenarios.
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Project Milestone Log
Task Calendar Milestone Title/Description
Year

Planned
Completion
Date
12/31/2014
12/31/2014
3/31/2015

Actual
Completion
Date
12/15/2014
12/4/2014
3/20/2015

1.0
1.0
2.0

1
1
2

Project Management Plan
Kickoff Meeting
Final selection of oilfields for
study

2.0

2

Oilfield data synthesis and
analysis

10/31/2015

10/21/2015

2.0

3

4/30/2016

4/29/2016

2.0,
3.0

3

10/31/2016

10/31/2016

2.0

4

Analogous Lower
Pennsylvanian study areas
selected
Complete petrophysical
analysis, geologic and
geocellular modeling of the
thick Cypress
Complete new coring near
outcrop belt

4.0

3

4.0

4

All

4

Complete guidelines to
develop thin oil zones and
store CO2 in the thick Cypress
Complete estimates of CO2EOR and storage potential
and economic analysis of
implementing program
Document project results

9/30/2017

12/31/2017

8/30/2018

10/31/2018
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Verification Method

Comments

PMP File
Presentation File
Agreement between ISGS and
DOE project manager to proceed
with specific areas of study
Wells/leases grouped into classes
representing relative degree of
productivity
Agreement between ISGS and
DOE project manager to proceed
with specific areas of study
Completion of draft topical report
on geology of the thick Cypress in
the ILB

100% Complete
100% Complete
100% Complete

Send DOE confirmation that core
has been obtained and is in ISGS
warehouse
Completion of draft topical report
on guidelines to develop thin oil
zones in the thick Cypress
Completion of draft topical report
on CO2-EOR, storage, and
economics of the thick Cypress in
the ILB
Complete final report

95% Complete

100% Complete

100% Complete

100% Complete

45% Complete

20% Complete

In progress

3. PRODUCTS
What has the project produced?
a. Publications, conference papers, and presentations
Nothing to report.
b. Website(s) or other Internet site(s)
The project website is located at http://www.isgs.illinois.edu/research/erd/nco2eor.
o Daniel Klen wrote a project update about the pulsed-neutron logging, which can
be found at https://www.isgs.illinois.edu/research/ERD/NCO2EOR/geologistspartner-with-stakeholders

4. PARTICIPANTS & OTHER COLLABORATING
ORGANIZATIONS
Nothing to report.

5. IMPACT
Nothing to report.

6. CHANGES/PROBLEMS
Changes in approach and reasons for change
There have been no changes in approach on this project.

Actual or anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them
There are currently no anticipated problems or delays in the project.

Changes that have a significant impact on expenditures
As no changes have been made or are anticipated, none are expected to impact expenditures.

Significant changes in use or care of human subjects, vertebrate animals, and/or Biohazards
Not applicable.
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Change of primary performance site location from that originally proposed
Not applicable.

7. Special Reporting Requirements
Nothing to report.
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8. Budgetary Information
Financial Reporting Table
Baseline
Reporting
Baseline
Federal
Share
Baseline
nonFederal
Share
Total
Baseline
Cumulative
Cost
Actual
Federal
Share
Actual nonFederal
Share
Total
Actual
Cumulative
Cost
Variance
Federal
Share
Variance
nonFederal
Share
Total
Variance
Cumulative
Cost

Budget Period 1

Budget Period 2

11/01/14 - 10/31/17

11/01/17 - 10/31/18

Total

FY15 Q1

FY15 Q2

FY15 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q1

FY16 Q2

FY16 Q3

FY16 Q4

FY17 Q1

FY17 Q2

FY17 Q3

FY17 Q4

FY18 Q1

FY18 Q1

FY18 Q2

FY18 Q3

FY18 Q4

FY19 Q1

192,267

192,267

192,265

193,061

205,360

205,360

205,360

205,359

121,852

121,852

121,853

121,852

58,543

117,085

175,628

175,628

117,085

58,544

2,781,221

30,889

46,334

46,334

46,334

44,028

44,028

44,028

44,028

44,028

44,028

44,028

44,028

15,444

29,253

43,880

43,880

43,880

14,627

713,079

223,156

238,601

238,599

239,395

249,388

249,388

249,388

249,387

165,880

165,880

165,881

165,880

73,987

146,338

219,508

219,508

160,965

73,171

3,494,300

9,661

82,633

112,827

147,250

124,049

114,637

164,036

164,146

158,143

177,806

251,648

1,506,836

29,328

48,918

47,155

43,688

43,603

48,447

44,874

45,329

45,391

45,680

37,277

479,688

38,989

131,551

159,982

190,937

167,652

163,083

208,909

209,475

203,534

223,486

288,925

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

182,606

109,634

79,438

45,811

81,311

90,723

41,324

41,213

(36,291)

(55,954)

(129,795)

121,852

58,543

117,085

175,628

175,628

117,085

58,544

1,274,385

1,561

(2,584)

(821)

2,646

425

(4,419)

(846)

(1,301)

(1,363)

(1,652)

6,751

44,028

15,444

29,253

43,880

43,880

43,880

14,627

233,391

184,167

107,050

78,617

48,458

81,734

86,305

40,478

39,912

(37,654)

(57,606)

(123,044)

165,880

73,987

146,338

219,508

219,508

160,965

73,171

1,507,776
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1,986,524

